
EE 8402 T & D             UNIT II MODELLING AND 
PERFORMANCE OF TRANSMISSION LINES 

Performance of Transmission lines - short line, medium line and long line – 
equivalent circuits, phasor diagram, attenuation constant, phase constant, surge 
impedance - transmission efficiency and voltage regulation, real and reactive 
power flow in lines – Power Circle diagrams - Formation of Corona – Critical 
Voltages – Effect on Line Performance.



INTRODUCTION TO LONG TRANSMISSION LINE

• When the length of an overhead transmission line is more than 
250 km and line voltage is very high  (> 100 kV), it is 
considered as a long transmission line. 

• For the treatment of such a line, the line constants are 
considered uniformly distributed over the whole length of the 
line. 

• It may be emphasized here that exact solution of any 
transmission line must consider the fact that the constants of 
the line are not lumped but are distributed uniformly 
throughout the length of the line. 



EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT



Consider a small element in the line of length dx situated at a distance x from 
the receiving end.
Let 
z = series impedance of the line per unit length
y = shunt admittance of the line per unit length
V = voltage at the end of element towards receiving end
V + dV = voltage at the end of element towards sending end
I + dI = current entering the element dx
I = current leaving the element dx

Analysis of Long Transmission Line (Rigorous method)
Fig. shows one phase and neutral connection of a 3-phase line with impedance 
and shunt admittance of the line uniformly distributed.









and A, B, C and D (generally complex numbers) are the constants known as 
generalized circuit constants of the transmission line. The values of these 
constants depend upon the particular method adopted for solving a transmission 
line. Once the values of these constants are known, performance calculations of 
the line can be easily worked out.

Generalized Circuit Constants of a Transmission Line
In any four terminal network, the input voltage and input current can be 
expressed in terms of output voltage and output current. Incidentally, a 
transmission line is a 4-terminal network ; two input
terminals where power enters the network and two output terminals where 
power leaves the network. Therefore, the input voltage VS  and input current IS  
of a 3-phase transmission line can be expressed as :

VS = AVR + BIR

IS = CVR +DIR 

where    VS = sending end voltage per phase
IS = sending end current
VR = receiving end voltage per phase
IR = receiving end current



PROPAGATION CONSTANT



• (i) Voltage regulation: When a transmission line is carrying current, there is a 
voltage drop in the line due to resistance and inductance of the line. The result is that 
receiving end voltage (VR) of the line is generally less than the sending end voltage 
(VS). This voltage drop (VS − VR) in the line is expressed as a percentage of receiving 
end voltage VR and is called voltage regulation. 

• The difference in voltage at the receiving end of a transmission line between 
conditions of no load and full load is called voltage regulation and is expressed as a 
percentage of the receiving end voltage.

• Mathematically,
•
•    % age Voltage regulation =

• Obviously, it is desirable that the voltage regulation of a transmission line should be 
low i.e., the increase in load current should make very little difference in the receiving 
end voltage.

Important Terms



• (ii) Transmission efficiency: The power obtained at the receiving 
end of a transmission line is generally less than the sending end 
power due to losses in the line resistance.

• The ratio of receiving end power to the sending end power of a 
transmission line is known as the transmission efficiency of the 
line i.e.

• where VR, IR  and cos φR  are the receiving end voltage, current and 
power factor while VS, IS  and cos φS  are the corresponding values at 
the sending end.

Important Terms



• (iii) The power delivered by a line when terminated by its 
surge impedance is known as the natural load or surge 
impedance load.

where V0 is the rated voltage
• Underground cables have higher shunt capacitance; hence, 

ZC is much smaller and SIL is much higher than those for 
overhead lines.
– for example, the SIL of a 230 kV cable is about 

1400 MW

Important Terms



real and reactive power flow in lines
The complex power at the receiving end is

Hence,

Similarly,

• Equations   describe the way in which active and reactive power are transferred
• Let us examine the dependence of P and Q transfer on the source voltages, by considering separately the effects of 

differences in voltage magnitudes and angles



• With ES > ER, QS and QR are positive

With ES < ER, QS and QR are negative
– transmission of lagging current through an inductive 

reactance causes a drop in receiving end voltage
– transmission of leading current through an inductive 

reactance causes a rise in receiving end voltage

real and reactive power flow in lines 
contd….



POWER CIRCLE DIAGRAM



Power circle diagram contd….



Power circle diagram contd….
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Power circle diagram contd….


